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Abstract. A new generalized high-frequency transmission line model is presented for general uniform hybrid waveguide structures consisting of inhomogeneous isotropic or anisotropic media. Starting from Maxwell's equations,
the generalized coupled telegrapher's equations are found and the frequency-dependent transmission line parameter
matrices R(~o), G(w), L(c0), and C(w) are defined in an unambiguous way as integral expressions of the normalized
electromagnetic fields over the cross section of the structure. Some examples illustrate this general circuit-oriented
medeling approach. In the appendix we also present a new extended high-frequency circuit model for general uniform hybrid waveguide structures consisting of chiral anisotropic inhomogeneous media.

1. Introduction

The propagation behavior and the circuit modeling of
cortductors embedded in homogeneous isotropic media
was studied by several authors. Originally, the circuit
modeling was based on quasi-TEM approximations [1,
2]. More recently, the hybrid nature of multilayered
interconnection structures is taken into account. A
frequency-dependent circuit representation is necessary
to model the dispersive nature of the hybrid waveguide.
The single hybrid line in an isotropic medium is extensively analyzed in [3] and [4]. In [5-10], this highfrequency modeling approach is extended to analyze
general uniform coupled lossy open dispersive waveguide structures in isotropic media.
The circuit modeling of waveguide structures consisting of anisotropic media (such as boron nitride or
sapphire substrates) is seldom discussed in literature
[11, 12]. In this contribution we present a new generalized high-frequency transmission line model for arbitrary
coupled lossy open dispersive waveguide structures
embedded in inhomogeneous isotropic or anisotropic
meAia. The power-current (PI) formulation is used for
stripline or microstrip-like structures while the powervoltage (PV) formulation is used for coplanar structures. The general frequency-dependent telegrapher's
equations proceed directly from Maxwell's equations
and the transmission line parameters R(~0), G(~0), L(o0,

and C(co) are defined in an unambiguous way as integrals of the normalized electromagnetic fields over the
cross section of the structure. By unambiguous we mean
that R(~0), G(~0), L(w), and C(co) are defined uniquely
as soon as a formulation, i.e., P l o r PV, is chosen with
a definition for I or V. These transmission line parameter matrices can easily be used in high-frequency network simulators [13, 14]. The matrix formalism is used
throughout this study. This guarantees a compact and
very general circuit description which is well suited for
transient simulation and for CAD and CAE applications. Some examples illustrate this new general circuitoriented modeling approach. Furthermore, in the appendix a new extended high-frequency transmission line
model is proposed for general uniform hybrid waveguide structures consisting of chiral anisotropic inhomogeneous media.

2. Normalized Electromagnetic Fields

In the sequel, we will use the phasor notation and the
common time dependence exp(jc0t) will be omitted.
Consider a uniform coupled lossy dispersive waveguide structure consisting of N + 1 conductors with
arbitrary cross section embedded in an inhomogeneous
anisotropic medium (see figure 1). The z-coordinate is
used to denote the longitudinal or propagation direction,
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Fig.1. GeneraluniformwaveguidestructurewithN + 1 conductors.
while the x- and y-coordinates are used to denote the
transversal direction. The (N + 1)th conductor is
chosen as the reference or ground conductor. The 3 by
3 complex permittivity g(x, y) and the complex permeability t2(x, y) tensors of the multilayered media are
respectively
g(x, y)

Ie°e-rt(X'Y)+at(x'Y)oljco
0

i,oy,

e0er/(X, y)

+ at(x,
j,~ y____~)
(1 .a)

~l(x, y)

and

~(x, y)

= I~ff(x, y) + j~lt(x, y)
0
=

#~(x,

0
1
y) + jlz[(x, y)
(1 .b)

re(x, y)
Hence we allow full anisotropy in the cross section of
the structure. The bar on top of a symbol represents
either a tensor (such as e-) or a vector (such as the electric field E) consisting of spatial components. [t and
/2t are 2 by 2 tensors.
Now, we focus our attention on the N fundamental
propagating modes of the N + 1 conductor structure.
The fields associated with each mode are written as
the sum of a longitudinal z-component and transversal
(x, y)-components [8]. The global electromagnetic field
propagating in the z-direction is the sum of the partial
fields of the N fundamental modes:

F,(x, y, z) = VM(z)TEtM(x,y) + ROIM(Z)rEM(x,y)
(2.a)

R 0 is the characteristic impedance of free-space. The
superscript T is used to denote the transposition operator. The boldfaced symbols represent matrices. The
subscript t indicates transversal components and the
subscript l indicates the longitudinal component. The
superscript M indicates modal quantities while the
superscript c will be reserved for circuit quantities.
Hence, l~tM is a column matrix consisting of N modal
space vectors/~t.M/(i = 1, . . . , N) with two space components/~t,~'x and/~tM~. The N by 1 column matrices
Vra and IM represent the modal voltages and currents
respectively. They are not independent. If we consider
a mode i propagating in the positive (negative) zdirection, we have that VM,i = (--)ZM, ilM, i • ZMis the
diagonal N by N modal impedance matrix.
We restrict ourselves to the N fundamental modes
because we want to represent the waveguide by a system
of N coupled transmission lines. It is possible to take
into account higher-order modes and represent the
waveguide by more than N coupled transmission lines.
In this last case a special conversion network has to
be inserted between the transmission line and the load
and generator, because the load and generator have only
N wires (+ ground).
In order to simulate a general hybrid interconnection structure with a circuit simulator we will transform
the modal description into a circuit model consisting
of coupled lossy dispersive transmission lines. The circuit voltage vector Vc(Z) and the circuit current vector
Ic(z) are
Ie(z) = MIIM(Z)

(3.a)

Ve(z) = MvVM(Z)

(3.b)

where M I and Mv are frequency dependent N by N
transformation matrices between the modal and the circuit quantities [8]. These transformation matrices follow
from the requirement that the circuit model and the real
waveguide structure must have the same diagonal N by
N modal propagation matrix r and that they must propagate the same average complex power. However, these
two conditions do not define M1 and M v in a unique
way. The remaining degree of freedom can be used to
obtain a "quasi-TEM equivalence" between the circuit
model and the real waveguide structure. For microstrips
and striplines for example, the PI model is well suited
as a circuit description. In that case the circuit current
associated with each conductor is chosen to be identical
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to the total longitudinal current flowing on each conductor. On the other hand, for slotlines and coplanar
intercormecfion structures, the P V model is most suited
for circuit simulation. Then, the voltage is defined as
a line integral of the electric field along a suitable integration path. Only in the quasi-TEM limit, i.e., for
low frequencies, both circuit parameters, voltage and
current, have a unique and clear circuit interpretation
[10~. This is because the fundamental modes become
nordaybrid at low frequencies, i.e, they lose their longitudinal field components.
In (2), the global electromagnetic fields are represented as a sum of partial modal fields. With (3) the
electromagnetic fields (2) can be expressed as a function of circuit-related parameters:
E(x, y, z) = Vc(z)TE~(x, y) + RoIc(z)rE~(x, y)
(4.a)
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&d ic(z ) = YeirVc(z)

(6.b)

Zclr(~O) = R(w) + j~L(o0 = MvlnZMM~ -1

(7.a)

with

Ycir(W) :

G(~o) + fl0C(o~) = M I I ~ Z M 1 M v 1

(7.b)

where Zcir(W) and Yc~(W) are the circuit impedance
and the circuit admittance line matrices per unit length.
R(~0), G(~0), L(¢0), and C(o0 are respectively the generalized resistance, capacitance, conductance, and inductance matrices per unit length. This new transmission
line circuit model is fully compatible with, and is an
extension towards higher frequencies of the well-known
TEM and quasi-TEM circuit models.
Maxwell's equations also lead to the following vector
relations between the longitudinal and the transversal
normalized electromagnetic fields:

[-I(x, y, Z) = Ic(Z)Tf-IF(x, y) + 1 Vc(Z)Tft~(x, y)
(4.b)
where

Vt x F_,F(x, y) + jo~ I~l(X' y) ITI~(x, y) = 0

-No

(8.a)

Zreir lz x F,t(x, y) - RoV t X E,~(x, y)
]~[(x, y) = (Mvr)-lI~i(x, y),

- fi0/2t(x, y)ISI~(x, y) = 0

(8.b)

Vt X f-IF(x , y) - floel(x, y)RoE~(x, y) = 0

(9.a)

El(x, y) = (M/)-'EM(x, y)
ItF(x, Y) = (M/)-'IrIM(x, y),

fi~:(x, y) = (Mvr)-lI7Ip(x,

y)

(5)

The; N by 1 column matrices Vc and I c represent the
circuit voltages and currents respectively. With each
conductor corresponds a unique transversal and longitudinal normalized electric and magnetic field. These
normalized fields can be seen as a weighted sum of the
propagating modal fields.

Ycir
r lz
- x (_iF(x ' y)

Vt x f-IF(x, y)
Ro
+ flogt(x, y)E~(x, y) = 0

(9.b)

V t " ~t(X, y)F,~(X, y) -- Roet(x, y)Yr, r l z " F,~(x, y) = 0
(10)
r lz" I7/~(x, y) = 0
Vt"/2t(x, y)HF(x, y) - j ~/xl(x, Y) Zcir
(11)

3. G e n e r a l i z e d T r a n s m i s s i o n L i n e E q u a t i o n s

The total electromagnetic field (at angular frequency ~0)
consists of the sum of the normalized partial fields as
can be seen in (4). We substitute these expressions in
Ma.xwell's equations, and separate the longitudinal and
the transversal components. In this way we find the generalized transmission line equations which describe the
propagation behavior in coupled lossy open dispersive
waveguide structures in isotropic or anisotropic inhomogeneous media:
d Vc(z) = ZcirIc(z)
dz

(6.a)

The results in [3] can he seen as a special case (isotropic
medium and N = 1) of the general equations (8)-(11).
Elimination of the longitudinal fields in (8)-(11)
leads to two eigenvalue equations with the normalized
transversal fields as eigenvectors. The electric eigenvalue equation is found to be
[--(AT) 2 + c021z × #tiz × 4ll~:(x, y)

= lz X ~,[z x V,x [lv,
+ V~fi !y v') "] 41~[(x'
e ,

(12)
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and the magnetic eigenvalue equation is

G(~)

+

=

f, fj<et(x, y)"TEC(xt~,Y'* " l~(x, y)r

[--(AT) 2 + (.O2iz X gtlz X ~t]~I~(x, y)

= lz × gtlz × Vt ×

11

~ Vt × H~(x, y)

1

+ Vt[1Vt"

#;(x, y) H~(x, y)* " f-I~(x, y)T] dS

Rg

(13)

The eigenvalue matrices Av(~O) (=MvrMv 1) and

Ai(~0)(=Mir Mf 1) represent the complex voltage and
current propagation matrix respectively. They are defined in a unique way. Usually, these matrices are not
symmetric.
4. Transmission Line Parameters Matrices
In [3], the line parameters R, G, L, and C of a single
transmission line in an isotropic multilayered medium
are calculated based on Maxwell's equations. Now, we
search for a physical interpretation of the transmission
line parameter matrices R(c0), G(~0), L(co), and C(~o)
for the N fundamental modes of the general interconnection structure under study in an analogous way as
in [3].
Based on the fact that both the waveguide structure
and the equivalent circuit model must propagate the
same complex average power, we can prove [8] that the
partial transversal electromagnetic fields/~,i (x, y) and
J?/.;~flx,y), associated with the conductors i and j, are
power orthonormal, i.e.,

1 =

fsf tE~(x, y) x t-I~(x, y),r] . ~zdS

(14)

where S represents the cross section of the waveguide
structure.
We now substitute Maxwell's equations (8.b) and
(9.a) into (14) and integrate by parts, assuming that the
fields vanish at the boundaries of the waveguide (or at
infinity). This leads to the N by N resistance and inductance matrices:
+ j oL( )

(16)

Now the longitudinal magnetic fields influence the
value of the capacitance and conductance matrix elements. Due to the presence of these longitudinal magnetic fields, the high-frequency conductance matrix
G(~o) cannot be found by simply replacing eogn(x, y)
by St(x, y)/flo in the calculation of the capacitance
matrix C(~o).
The definitions of the line parameter matrices are
based on Maxwell's equations and on the equivalence
of the propagated power in the real waveguide and the
transmission line model. At high frequencies and when
losses are important, the line parameter matrices R(~0),
G(~o), L(o0, and C(o~) given above may differ from the
usual static ones or from the ones obtained by applying
a perturbation analysis for small losses.
Based on these line parameter matrices, the
frequency-dependent characteristic impedance matrix
Zc(~0) can be defined in an unambiguous way:
Zc(~o) = {[R + jwL][G + fl0C]}-°"5111 + floL]
= MvM{ 1

(17)

The characteristic impedance matrix relates the circuit
current waves to the circuit voltage waves propagating
in the positive z-direction and can be seen as the input
impedance matrix of the infinitely long coupled transmission line structure.
In Appendix A the propagation behavior of the fundamental modes of a general uniform coupled dispersive open hybrid waveguide structure in a chiral anisotropic inhomogeneous medium is studied, and an extended high-frequency transmission line is presented.
Some results of previous studies [1-10] can be seen as
a special case (quasi-static approximation, single line,
lossless case, isotropic medium) of this new more universal approach.

= f .j t- RXo;(x,y)F-,r(x, y)*

• l~(x, y)r + [zt(X, y)rlZI~(x,y)*" IriS(x, y)r] dS

(15)

The presence of longitudinal electric fields influences
the elements of the resistance and the inductance matrix
as compared to the quasi-static limit, in which case the
longitudinal components are negligible.
Starting from (14) and from Maxwell's equations
(8)-(11), the N by N conductance and capacitance
matrices are found in an analogous way as above:

5. Numerical Examples

5.1. Asymmetric Two-Line Microstrip Configuration
(Isotropic)
Consider an asymmetric two-line microstrip configuration laying on an isotropic lossy substrate. The cross
section of the strip configuration is shown in figure 2.
The structure consists of a perfectly conducting ground
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plane, a lossy dielectric substrate (tan 6 = 0.05, e~ =
9.8), and a semi-infinite air top layer. The strips are infinitely thin and perfectly conducting. Two f u n d a m e n t a l
modes can propagate in this two-line system: a c-mode
and a z-mode. Using a new rigorous full-wave integral
equation technique [15], the frequency dependent modal
propagation factors 3'i (=J/~i) (i = 1, 2) and the linemode characteristic impedances are calculated in the
frequency range 0-100 GHz (figure 3). All losses are
included in an exact way without making any approximations or perturbations. The integral equation technique is an integral formulation of (12) and (13) and
delivers the propagation constants of the eigenmodes.
The technique is also extended to calculate products
of the field components, as in (15) and (16), over the
1 mm
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Fig. 3. Frequency-dependent propagation factors of the fundamental
modes of the structure of figure 2.

cross section of the structure. In figure 4, the elements
of the L(~o), G(oD, and C(~o) matrices are shown as a
function of frequency. Note the significant frequency
dependence of all these parameters. The R(w) matrix
is negligible because we only have dielectric losses. As
expected, the elements of G(oJ) are rather high due to
the conductance of the dielectric layer (tan 6 = 0.05).
The electromagnetic fields concentrate more and more
in the lossy dielectric layer as the frequency increases.
Hence, Lll(W ) and L22(~o) increase and Cll(W ) and
C22(~o) decrease with frequency. The dielectric losses

2 mm

. . . .

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
............

61
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tg 8 = 0.05
Fig. 2. Cross section of the asymmetric two-line microstrip
configuration.
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Fig. 4. Frequency-dependent transmission line parameter matrices for the structure of figure 2: (a) inductance matrix L(co); (b) capacitance
matrix C(~0); (c) conductance matrix G(~o).
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Fig. 5. Frequency-dependent elements of the characteristic impedance matrix Zc(o~) for the structure of figure 2.

increase with frequency, so the absolute values of the
elements of G(w) will also increase with frequency. In
figure 5 the elements of the complex characteristic impedance matrix Zc(w ) are shown.

5.2. Coaxial Cable (Anisotropic)
Figure 6 shows the cross section of a coaxial cable filled
with two homogeneous anisotropic dielectrics. The
inner and outer conductor (radius a and c) consist of
perfectly conducting material. The permittivity ~ and
the permeability/~i tensors of both anisotropic media
are given by
i

, 0i
el, i

and

.i°
#t,i

0

a)

q/E,1 =

-/6L1 (~2%l/Zt,1
"~ ~t,1

-- ~ 2 )

(20.b)

~E2
'

- / 6 / ' 2 ( ~ 2 __ ~2Et,Z#t,2 )
"~1 ~t,2

(20.c)

(18.b)

/zl,i

r
[JO(~/e,lb)Yo('Ye,1 a) - YO('YE,
lb)Jo('YE,1 a)]

X [Io(tE,2b)Ko(tE,2C ) -- KO(tE,2b)Io(tE,2C)]

t,2

4,

el, 1 = el, 2 =

2,

et, 2 = ~t,1 ~

#t,2 ~

~l,1 = /-/'l,2

= 1) and a similar one filled with isotropic dielectrica
(a = l m m , b = 2 m m , c = 4 m m , et,1 = et,1 = 4 ,
•t,2

(19)

=

J0 respectively Y0 are the Bessel function of zeroth
order and first respectively second kind. I0 respectively
Ko are the modified Bessel function of zeroth order
and first respectively second kind. J~, Y~, I~, and K~
are the derivatives of J0, Y0, I0, and K0 respectively.
We studied a coaxial structure filled with anisotropic
dielectrics (a = 1 mm, b = 2 mm, c = 4 mm, %1
=

= ~E2Et2
,y2
[Jo('YE, lb)Yo(~/E,1 a) -- YO('YE, lb)Jo(3/E,1 a)]

× [Id(bE,2b)Ko(6e,2c) - Kd(6e,2b)Io(6E,2C)]

(20.a)

.,/2t,i = OJ2f't,i#t,i _ /32

where i = 1, 2.
We suppose that et,llzt, 1 > et,2/~t,2. The eigenvalue
equation for the propagation factor/3 of the fundamental mode can be found analytically:
~/E~ 1 ~-t,1
~2
t,1

(an)isotropic dielectric.

with

0

~i =

Fig. 6. Cross section of a coaxial cable filled with an inhomogeneous

= el,2 = /3't,1 = /~t,2 = /'t'l,1 = /Zl,2 =

1).

For both

structures, we calculated the propagation factor -y (=j/3)
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(figure 7), the transmission line parameters L(~0) and
C(~0) (figure 8) and the characteristic impedance Zc(o0
(figure 9) in the frequency range 0-55 GHz. The full
lines represent the anisotropic case, while the dashed
lines represent the corresponding isotropic case.
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integral expressions of the normalized electromagnetic
fields over the cross section of the structure. In the appendix a new extended high-frequency transmission line
model is proposed for general uniform hybrid waveguide structures consisting of chiral anisotropic media.

Appendix A. Description of a General Uniform
Waveguide Structure Containing Chiral Anisotropic
Media

6. Conclusion
A new generalized high-frequency transmission line
model has been proposed for general uniform coupled
dispersive open waveguides with arbitrary cross sectie,ns in isotropic or anisotropic multilayered media.
This frequency dependent circuit model is well suited
for CAD and CAE applications. The PI formulation is
used for stripline or microstrip-like structures while the
PV formulation is used for coplanar structures. Based
on Maxwell's equations, the generalized coupled telegrapher's equations are found and the frequencydependent "anisotropic" transmission line parameter
matrices R(~o), G(~o), L(~0), and C(~o) are defined as

C
[pF/m~

InwLml[~
250

Consider a general uniform coupled dispersive open
hybrid waveguide structure consisting of N + 1 conductors with arbitrary cross section embedded in an
inhomogeneous chiral anisotropic medium. One line
is chosen as reference conductor. N fundamental modes
can propagate in this waveguide structure. First we
study the propagation behavior of one particular propagating mode. Afterwards we present a circuit model
for all fundamental modes.
The electromagnetic fields, which correspond to a
fundamental mode propagating in anisotropic chiral
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Fig. 8. Frequency-dependent transmission line parameters for the structure of figure 6 ( _ _
parameter L(~o), (b) capacitance parameter C(co).

: anisotropic/

: isotropic): (a) inductance
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media, satisfy the following constitutive relations
[16-17]:

= [z[-I + j w 2 E

(A.l.a)

D = gE - joo~[-t

(A. 1.b)

dz Iu(z)J

=|

(-jwRoxtV ' • Xt~M

where the electric and magnetic field are denoted by
/~ and H, and the electric and magnetic induction by
/3 and/} respectively. ~ is the chirality tensor:

)~(x, y) =

I

v,.

] [VM(z)]

RoV t : [*t[-IM -)

gtE~

jwVt'~_t[-I~l

IM(Z) _J

UMzM IVu(z)

(A.2)

xl(x, y)
The modal electromagnetic field associated with a propagating hybrid mode can be divided in longitudinal and
transversal components:

E(x, y, z) = VM(Z)E,tM(x, y) + El(x, y, z)

(A.3.a)

[-I(x, y, z) = IM(Z)[-I~(x, y) + [-ll(x, y, Z) (A.3.b)
The longitudinal field components (subindex l) depend
on the x-, y-, and z-coordinates, while the transversal
field components (subindex t) depend only on the xand the y-coordinates (transversal coordinates). The
parameters VM and IM are the modal voltage and the
modal current of the fundamental mode under study.
Their dimension is volt and ampere respectively. They
depend only upon the longitudinal z-coordinate.
Now, based on Maxwell's rotor equations, we define
the generalized longitudinal electromagnetic fields/~u
and H ~ which depend only on the x- and y-coordinates
(transversal coordinates):

where Z M and YM represent the modal per unit length
series impedance and shunt admittance respectively.
UM and JM represent the modal per unit length series
voltage source factor and shunt current source factor.
With each fundamental mode corresponds an extended
transmission line model. This per unit length model
is shown in figure A.1. Equation (A.5) can also be
written as

dz

IM(Z) _J

"Y2Z2 zlza~l
"Y2 -- za
"Y11
= [(-')/121
Zl -- z~
q/1

where "}/1and "}/2are modal propagation factors:

(UM + JM) + x/ (UM -- JM) 2 + 4ZMY M
2
(A.7)

=

and Z 1 and 7-,2 are modal impedances:

Ro IM(Z)E~(x, Y)

Zl,2 --

Izl

i-It(x, y, z)

1

[._El(x, y, z)

Zm

(A.8)

"gl,2 -- UM

(A.4)
_ Jwx____!

1M(Z)J

"Y2Z1 - "YIZ2

(A.6)

"Yl ,2 =

Y)

"g2

I VM(z)1

Iv(z)

UMVM(Z)dz
(L'L

el

/~u and Hfl now depend both on/~t and [/l. Substitution of (A.3) and (A.4) in Maxwell's equations, and
separation of the longitudinal and the transversal components learns that the modal voltages and currents
are now related by the extended modal telegrapher's
equations:

VM(Z)

ZMdZ

IM(Z+d.z)

zdz iY z ,zz

777
9

777
dz

D,

Per unit length model of the fundamental mode propagating
in an inhomogeneous chiral anisotropic medium.

Fig. A.1.
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The modal voltage VM(Z) and current IM(Z) are the
sum of wave components propagating in the negative
and positive z-direction:
VM(Z)

=

v l ( o ) e -'tlz -}- V2(O)e -y2z
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(A.9.a)
References

IM(z) =

e -'riz + ~

z1

e -3"2z

(A.9.b)

where the unknown constants (at z = 0) are determined
by the boundary conditions, i.e., by driving and receiving circuitry.
In the nonchiral case (i.e., UM = JM = 0), (A.7)
and (A.8) learn that Z = Z1 = -Z2, and ",1' = 3'l =
- 7 2 . In that case (A.6) reduces then to the wellknown transmission line equation:

=
IM(Z) j

(A. 10)

I°
~

IM(Z) J

and (A.7) reduces to
VM(z) = v l ( O ) e -vz + vZ(O)e +~z
1 [V~t(O)e_~Z _
IM(Z) = -~

(A.al.a)

V~(O)e+VZ]

(A. 11.b)

In the case of a single waveguide (N = 1) this modal
description is identical to the circuit description. If
N > 1 we use a matrix representation. First we group
all relevant modal quantities in N by 1 column matrices
(Vrci, IM, l~tM, I~ItM, l ~ , tSIIM. . . . ) and in U by U
diagonal matrices (ZM, YM, UM, JM . . . . ). Then we
transform the modal description into a circuit description using (3) and (5). The extended telegrapher's
matrix equations now become
d

I

Vc(z)

1

=

dz [ Ic(z) _J

I

Ucir
Yclr

Zcirl
Jcir

IVc(Z) I

(A. 12)

I~(z) J

where
Uci r = MvUMM,~ 1

(A.13.a)

Zci r :

(A. 13.b)

MvZMMI 1

Yeir = MIYMM'7¢ l

(A.13.c)

Jcir = MIJMMi -1

(A. 13.d)
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